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4. Space of Regular Set Function8 
In the next section we will discuss the dual spaces of x-separating 
algebras. Here we will develop the facts about the spaces of set functions 
used to represent the duals. Throughout this section 9 will be any family 
of subsets of X satisfying the following conditions. 
1. X,OES. 
2. If 4, Gz E %, then Gi u GB, Gr n Gz E 9. 
By s(e) we will denote the Boolean algebra of subsets of X generated 
by 4. 
Proposition 4.1 Let F be a subset of X. Then F E 9(a) if and only 
if there are sets 4, . . . , G, and HI, . . . , H, in 49 such that the following hold. 
1. For all i=l, . . . . n, Ht CG,. 
2. For i #j, (Gt-Hs) n (G,-H,)=li). 
3. F= u {Gi-Hf:i=l, .,., n>, 
The following definition of regularity is given by VARADARAJAN ([9]). 
Definition 4.2 A finitely-additive, real-valued set function m on 
.9(e) is called regular (relative to %) if for each F E 9(e) and for each 
E > 0, there is G E 0& with G C F such that jm(H)I <E whenever H E %(42) 
is such that H C F-G. The set function m is called finite if sup {Im(F)I : 
F E %(%)} < 00. 
Proposition 4.3 Let m be a non-negative finitely-additive set function 
on 9(42). The following are equivalent. 
1. m is regular. 
2. For all F E $(a), m(F) = sup {m(G): G E 4 and G C F}. 
3. Let Cl, Gz E % be such that Cl C Gg. Then m(Gz) = sup (m(Gi u G): 
GE% CCC2 and GnGl=P)}. 
The proof is left to the reader who should note that the equivalence 
of 2 and 3 is a consequence of proposition 4.1. 
By M(e) we will denote the set of all finite, finitely-additive, regular 
real-valued set functions on g(e). The set M(e) becomes a linear space 
if addition and scalar multiplication are defined by (ml + mz)(F) = ml(F) + 
+ma(F) and (am)(F)=orm(F) for all F ES(%). If migma is defined to 
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mean that mr(P) <ma(P) for all P E 9(a), then M(%) is a partially ordered 
linear space. 
Definition 4.4 Let m E M(4). For each F ES(%) define, 
m+(F) = sup {m(G): G E s(e) and G C F). 
m-(P) = sup (-m(G): G E 9(a) and G C P}. 
iml(P)= sup {m(Q)-m(Gz): Gr, G~E$(%)!), Gr u GZ C F and GI n Gz=$~}. 
Proposition 4.5 Let mEM(@). Then the following hold. 
1. m+, m-, Irnl E M(%). 
2. m+= sup (m, 0), m-= - inf (m, 0) and m= sup (m, -m). 
The proof of this proposition is left to the reader. We only remark that 
in order to prove 1, it is only necessary to show that m+ E M(a) since 
m- =m+-m and ]m] =m++m-. From the above proposition it follows 
that M(a) is a Riesz space. Even more is true as the following show. 
Proposition 4.6 M(Q) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. 
Proof. Let B #B C M(e) and assume that there is an mo E M(a) 
such that m < mo for all m E B. We may assume without loss of generality 
that Ogm for all m f B. (See [6], p. 105). Also we may assume that B 
is directed upward. (That is B is closed with respect to taking the supremum 
over a finite number of elements in B.) 
For P E 9(e), detlne m’(F) = sup (m(F) : m E B}. If we can show that 
m’ E M(e), it will follow that m’= sup B. It is clear that m’ is a non- 
negative, finite, finitely-additive set function 011 S(%). Hence only the 
regularity of m’ needs to be verified. 
Let P E 9(s) and take E > 0. Let m E B be such that m’(X) <m(X) + a/2. 
Since m is regular, there is G E QC? such that G C F and such that 
O<m(F -G) <c/2. Hence it follows that, 
O<m’(F-G)=m’(X)-m’(X-(F-G)) 
<m(X)+.e/2-m(X-(F-G)) 
<m(F-G)++<.e. 
The proof is complete. 
The following theorem will be useful later. However, it has intrinsic 
interest in that it is an analogue for finitely-additive set functions of the 
classical Hahn decomposition theorem of measure theory. 
Proposition 4.7 Let m E M(%!). Then for every E>O, there are sets 
4, G-2 E %2 with 4 n Gz=Crr such that m+(Gz) <e and m-(Gl) <e. And 
furthrmre, m+(G,) > m+(X) -e and m-(G,) > m-(X) - E. 
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Proof. By the regularity of m, there is Gi E % such that m+(X) < 
< m(Gl) + e/2. Hence it follows that, 
m-(Gl)=m+(Q)-m(Gl)<m+(Gl)-m+(X)+e/2<e. 
Also, (*) m-(X-Gl)=m-(X)-m+(Gl)+m(Gl) 
zm-(X) -m+(X) +m(Gl) 
> m-(X) -e/2. 
Now take Gs E ?& such that GZ C X- Gi and such that m-(Gs) > 
> m-(X - Q) -e/2. Then by (*) it follows that m-(Gs) > m-(X) -E. Further- 
more, it is clear that m+(Gs) Q m+(X- Cl) <m+(X) -m(Q) <e/2 <E. The 
proof is complete. 
Par m E M(%) define llrnll= Iml(X). It is a simple matter to check that 
(1. I( is a norm on M(s). Also it is clear that if mi<ms, then Ilmlll< llrnsll 
so that B(a) is a normed Riesz space. In fact M(!&) is complete with 
respect to 1). 11 as we will show presently. Hence M(s) is a Banach lattice. 
Finally since for 0 <ml, ma E M(a), Ilml+ mall = (ImlJI + Ijrnsll, it follows that 
M(a) is an L-space in the sense of Kakutani. In order to prove the norm 
completeness of M(e), we require the following result of LUXEMBTJRG 
and ZAANEN [7]. 
Proposition 4.8 Let (L, jj.II) 13 e a normed Riesx space. Then L is 
norm complete if and only if for every sequence 0 <un E L such that 
r llunll COO, there is a u E L such that u= sup {x ?.&k: n E N}. 
Proposition 4.9 The space A?(%) is norm complete. 
Proof. Let Ogm, E 2M(@) and assume that x ljrnnll coo. For each 
F E s(e), define S,(P) = x m#). Then {S%(P): n E N} is an increasing 
sequence of real numbers and for all n E N, 
lfln(p)I < : mk(X) Q F Ilmdl < 00. 
Thus for each F E g(a) we may define m(F)= lim-, S,(F). 
It is easily verified that m is a non-negative, finite finitely-additive 
set function on g(e). If we show that m is regular, then m E IV(@). 
Since it is then obvious that m= sup E mk: n E N}, proposition 4.8 
guarantees the norm completeness of 32(e). 
In order to see that m is regular, take F E $(a’) and E > 0. Choose n 
so large that m(X) < x mk(X) + E. Since x mk is regular, there is G E @ 
such that G C F and such that x mk(F- G) <E. Hence we have that, 
m(F - G) =m(X) - m(X - (F - G)) 
< 3mk(X)+e- $zk(X-(F-G)) 
1 1 
< $mr(F-G)+s<2.e. 
1 
The proof is complete. 
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In the last part of this section, we will describe the extreme points 
of the unit ball U in N(9). The set of these points will be denoted by 
Ext. (U). 
Definition 4.10 Let PO E 9(e) and m E M(e). For each F E 9(e), 
define rn~,(F) =m(P r\ Fo). 
Lemma 4.11 Let Fo ES(&) and m E M(e). Then rnp, E M(4). 
Proof. Let Fo= u {Q-Hg: i=l, . . . . m} as in proposition 1.4. It is 
then clear that mp,= J$ (mce-m~,). Hence it is sufficient to show that 
mGg E M(e) whenever GO E %. Since it is clear that mGo is finite and 
finitely-additive, we only need to prove regularity. We may assume 
without loss of generality that 0 <m. Hence by proposition 4.3 it follows 
that for all P E 9(e), 
m,(F)=m(F n GO)= sup (m(G): GE @ and G C F n GO} 
= sup{m(GnGo):GE% and GCF} 
= sup (ma,(G): G E % and G C F}. 
Hence mGO iS I’egUhr. 
Lemma 4.12 If m E Ext (U), then O<m or m<O. 
Proof. Let m E U and set a=m+(X) and ,!l=rn-(X). If oI>O and /?>O, 
then m=a(&m+)+/?( -p-lm-), where a-1 m+ E U and ( -/?-I m-) E U. 
Since 01+/? = Ilmll(X) = llrnll= 1, it follows that m $ Ext (U). 
Proposition 4.13 Let O<rnEU with Ilrn/l=l and set ~={GE@: 
m(G) > 0). 
a) If B is a filter, then m E Ext (U). 
b) If m E Ext (U), then ‘22 is a filter. Furthermore, ‘3 is a maximal 
filter of subsets of Q. 
Proof. a) Assume that m = am1 + (1 -ol)mz with 0 <cx < 1 and 
ml, m2 E U. Then for i= 1, 2, 1 =mt(X) < Ilrntll= 1. That is, Ogml, m2. We 
will now show that m=ml=mz. Assume that ml #m2. Then there is 
G E @ such that ml(G) <mz(G) ( or mz(G)<ml(G)) by the regularity of 
ml and m2. Then since ml(X) =mz(X) = 1, it follows that m,(X-G) < 
<ml(X-G). Th e regularity of ml and rns guarantees that there is G’ E % 
such that G’CX-G and ma(G’)<mi(G’). Since O<mi(G’) and O<ma(G), 
it follows that 0 <m(G) and 0 <m(G’). Thus G, G’ E Y. But G n G’ = $3 
which contradicts the fact that 99 is a filter. 
b) Since m 20, 9 #0 and 0 $ $??. If Cl, GZ E 8, then Cl n G2 E 8. 
Indeed, if n(Gl n Gz) = 0, then by the regularity of m, there is G E % with 
G C Gl-(G1 n G2) such that m(G) =IX> 0. Then we have that O<cx < 1 
and,Setting~=1-ol,m=ol(or-1m~)+~(~-1mX-~).Sinceol-1m~,~-1m~-~~U, 
it follows that m $ Ext (U). Hence 9 is a filter. 
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In order to see that 9 is maximal, let G $ B with G E @. Then m(G) = 0 
so that m(X-G)> 0. By the regularity of m, there is G’ E Q!J such that 
G’ C X-G and m(G’) > 0. Then G’ E 9 and G A G’ = 9. Hence 97 cannot 
be extended to a finer filter which contains G. Since G was arbitrary, 
S+? is maximal. 
Theorem 4.14 Themappingm-t~where ~={GE@: m(G)>O)is 
one to one form the non-negative elements of Ext (U) onto the set of all 
maximal filters of subsets of 9.l. 
Proof. Assume that ml --f $9 and that m2 + 9. If ml fm2, there 
is GE % such that ml(G)<m2(G). By regularity, there is G’ E 9Y with 
G’CX-G and mz(G’)<mr(G’). Hence G, G’E $9 and Gn G’=p) which 
contradicts the fact that $9 is a filter. Hence the map is one-one. 
Now let S9 be a maximal filter of subsets of @? and for F E 9(a), define, 
1 
1, if there is GE 9 such that GC F 
m(F) = 
0, otherwise. 
It is not difficult to verify that m E M(a). Hence by proposition 4.13, 
m E Ext (U). Thus the map is onto. 
5. The Banuch Dual of a Z-separating Algebra. 
In this section we will consider an arbitrary uniformly closed algebra A 
of bounded real-valued functions on X which contains the constants and 
separates the points of X. Let &(A) be a family of z*-closed sets in X 
which satisfies the three conditions of definition 2.1. We begin by showing 
that &(%(A)) can be imbedded in a natural manner in A* (the Banach 
dual of A). 
Let L(A) denote the Riesz space of step functions on %(%(A)). That 
is L(A) consists of all functions of the form u= x ak.XF, where ock is real, 
Fk E 9(%(A)) and xFk is the characteristic function of Fk for k = 1, . . . , n. 
By proposition 4.1 each element u E L(A) has a canonical representation 
such that Ft n Ff = 0 for i #j. 
Let O<m E M(%(A)). F or u= x akxFk in canonical form, set y,,&(u)= 
= x aknt(lp,). By th e usual Riemann process, lym may be extended to 
a positive linear functional !Y,,, on the space Wm of all Riemann m- 
integrable functions. Recall the following. 
Proposition 5.1 Let f be a bounded, real-valued function on X. Then 
f E W, if and only if for every E > 0, there are functions ul, 1.42 E L(A) such 
that ul< f < u2 and y&h - ~2) Q 6. 
Proposition 5.2 For every m E M(4(A)), A C 9&. 
Proof. Let f E A and assume without loss of generality that 0 =SZ f < 1. 
FornENandk=O, 1, . . . . n, define Z,,k=Z((f -k/n)+)= {x E X: f(x)<k/n}. 
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Then set P,, k: = Zn, k+i -A&, k E 9(&(A)). Finally define, 
Then for n E N, un < f QV, and ym(vm--uUn) < l/n. Hence f E 9, by pro- 
position 5.1. 
For 0 <rn E M(@(A)), let drn denote the restriction to A of the functional 
Yv,. It is clear that c$~ is a positive linear functional on A, and so & E A*. 
For mEM(@(A)), define $m =&+ -&-. In this way we define a mapping 
T: M(%(A)) + A*. W e will now investigate the properties of this mapping. 
Proposition 5.3 The mapping T is a linear, order preserving trans- 
formation. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Proposition 5.4 The following statements are equivalent. 
1. A separates %(A). 
2. T is lattice preserving. 
3. T is an isometry. 
4. T is one to one. 
Proof. (1 *2) It is sufficient to show that if m E M(@(A)), then 
T(m+)= (Tm)+. Since T is order preserving and linear, we have that 
T(m) = T(m+) - T(m-) < T(m+). Thus (Tm)+ < T(m+). 
By proposition 4.7, there are 4, GZ E @(A) such that 4 n 4=8, 
m+(X-Gi) -=CE and m-(X-Gz) <E. Since A separates @(A), there is an 
f E A with 0~ f Q 1 such that f(z) = 1 for all x E 4 and f(x) = 0 for all 
x E Gz. 
Take g E A arbitrarily such that 0 Q g Q 1. It is not difficult then to 
verify that 
T(m+)(g-fg)+T(m-)(fg)<m+(X-Gl)-tm-(X-Gz) < 2s. 
Thus we have that 
T@+)(g) Q T(m+)(fg) - T(m-)(fg) + 2e 
c T(m)(fg) + 2s 
g sup {T(m)(h): O<h<g, h E A}+2e 
c (Tm)+(g) + 2~. 
We may conclude that T(m+)(g) Q (Tm)+(g) for all O<g E A. Thus 
T(m+) < (Tm)+. 
(2 + 3) Since T is lattice preserving and since 1 c A, we have that 
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~Tm(l)~~~Tm~(l)=T(~mJ)(1)=~m[(X)=~~nz~~.Thusitfollowsthat~~Tm~~~~~m~~. 
On the other hand, 
w4l= sup WMI : f E 4 Ml G q 
> sup (Tm(f): f E 4 O<f< l> 
> VW(l) = w4w) = Ibll. 
Hence T is an isometry. 
(3 +- 4) This is obvious. 
(4 =+ 1) Assume that A does not separate @(A). By proposition 2.5, 
there are 4, GZ E @(A) such that Cl n Gz=@ and $ n f& 4. Fix 
x E 61 n a,. Then by Zorn’s lemma there is for i = 1, 2 a filter 98 on X 
which is maximal with respect to the following properties. 
a) 92’6 C%(A). 
b) Cc E 9~. 
c) If GE ‘??g, then x E 8. 
For F E 9(%(A)), define 
1, if there is G E gt such that G C F 
m(F) = 
0, otherwise. 
It is not hard to verify that no E M(42(A)) for i= 1, 2. Furthermore, it is 
clear that ml #mz. We will show that Tml= Tmz which will complete 
the proof. 
Let f E A be arbitrary and let f(z) =(x. (Recall that fA denotes the unique 
extension of f to XA.) For all n EN, set 
Z,=Z((f-a-l/n)+) nZ((-f+or-l/n)+)={xEX:a-l/n~fga4l/n}. 
It is not difficult to verify that 2, E 91 n 992 for all ?z E N. Hence ml(&) = 
=mz(&) = 1 for all ?z E N. Thus we have for i = 1, 2 that, 01- l/n. < Tm~(f) -g 
<a + l/n for all n E N. Since f A was arbitrary, it follows that Tml = Tmz. 
We will now show that T is onto if A separates %(A). The next series 
of lemmas will show how it is possible to associate with a non-negative 
4 E A* a set function m, E M(@(A)). 
Definition 5.5 Let 0~4 E A* and for each GE %(A), define m,(G)= 
= inf{#(f):fEA,XGGf). 
Lemma 5.6 The function m, is non-negative, monotone and sub- 
additive. Furthermore, if A separates Q(A), then m,+ is additive on 9(A). 
Proof. Assume that A separates 6(A). We will show that md is 
additive on @(A). (The rest is left to the reader.) Hence let 4, GZ E %(A) 
and assume that G, n Ga = $3. Since A separates @(A), there is f E A such 
that Ogfgl, f(z)=1 for all ZEGI and f(z)=0 for all XEGZ. 
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If E> 0, then there is g E A with 2~~ ,, ca<g and m,(Gi u Gs) +a>&g). 
Hence we have that, 
m&G1 ” Gz)+&>~(g)=~(gf)+~(g-gf) 
m,(Gl) + m&J). 
Thus m,(Gi) + m,(Ga) Q m,(Gi u Gs). The subadditivity of m4 then implies 
that m4 is additive. 
Lemma 5.7 Let GI, GZ E @(A) be such that GI C Gz. Then for every 
s>O, there is GE Q&(A) such that G C Gz, G n Cl=@ and m,(G~)<s+ 
+m,(G) + m,(4). 
Proof. Take f E A such that xel <f and d(f) < m,(G1) + E. Set G = Gz n 
n Z((f +E-- I)+) and take g E A such that xG<g and 4(g) <m,(G) + E. 
Then G n Gi = P) and xo2< f +g+ E. Hence we have that 
Since E>O was arbitrary, the result follows. 
Lemma 5.8 Assume that Go--Ho= u {Ge-Ht: i=l, . . ..n> where 
Gt, Hi E 9(A), Ht C Gg for i=O, 1, . . . . n and (Gt-Hi) n (GJ-Hj)=p) for 
i #j (i, j= 1, . . . . n). Then 
m,(Go) -m&Ho) = 5 [q(G) - m,(H~)]. 
1 
Proof. Let E> 0 be arbitrary. By lemma 5.7 there is, for i = 1, . . . . n, 
an element J’f E @(A) such that Fb C GS - Ha and m,(Q) - m,&Ht) < 
<m,(Ft)+s. ThenP= U {Ft: i= 1, . . . . n} C Go-Ho. Hence it follows that, 
$ [m,(Cr)-mg(Ht)]-c ~mm(P~)+n.&=mm(~)+n.& 
<m&Go)-m+,(Ho)+n~.s. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, 2 [m+(Gt) - m,(Ht)] <m,+(Go) - m,(Ho). 
On the other hand, let V = Ho u F. Then V E %(A) and V C GO. Hence 
by lemma 5.7, there is a U E %(A) such that U C Go- V and such that 
mJG0) < rn& V) + m,(U) + E. Hence we have that, 
(1) m~(Go)<m,(V)+md(U)+e<m,(Ho)+m,(U)+e+ im,(Ft). 
1 
Furthermore, since U n Ht= U n Ft=@, it follows that 
Hence, 
c-4 
m+( u n Q) + m,(Ft) + m+(K) G m+(G). 
m4( U n Gt) G m&h) - m,(Ht) - m+,(Ft) < E. 
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Applying (1) and (2) we have that, 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that x [m&Gt) - m+(Ht)] > m+(Go) - 
-m,(Ho). The proof is complete. 
Lemma 5.9 Let U {Gt-Ht: i=l, . . . . n> = U (U,-- V,: j=l, . . . . m> 
where Gr, Ht, UJ, V, E %(A) satisfy the condition of lemma 5.8. Then 
IfI [m&Gd - m#W = z [m&4) - m,( WI. 
The proof follows easily from lemma 5.8. Now let P E 9(%(A)) and 
let F= u {Gt-Hi: i=l, ..,, n> as in proposition 2.3. If we define m,(F)= 
= x [m,(Q) -m,(Ha)l, it f o 11 ows from lemma 5.9 that this definition is 
independent of the representation of F. It is clear that m, is then a non- 
negative, finitely-additive set function on 9(%(A)). As a consequence 
of lemma 5.7 and proposition 4.3, m+ is regular and so rn+ E M(%!(A)). 
We will now show that the mapping T is onto. The method used in the 
following proof was shown to the author by W. A. J. Luxemburg. 
Proposition 5.10 If A separates %(A), then the mapping T is onto. 
Proof. It is enough to show that if 0~ qS, then Tm,= 4. To do this 
it is sufficient to show that f E A and Otf < 1 implies that Tm,&f) =4(f). 
But it is even enough to show that $(f)<Tm,(f) since an application of 
this inequality to 1 -f then yields the result. 
Define &=Z((k/n-f)+) for k=O, 1, . . . . n. Then, 
n-1 
Tm,(f) 2 2 (k/n).m+(&-&+d 
0 
n-1 
> (l/n). C m&W 
0 
Take fb E A such that XZ~< fk and such that m&Z,) >+(Fk) - l/n for 
k=l, . ..) n. Then we have that, 
(l/n). $m+(&)~$(n-l- $fk)-n-l+(l) 
> 4(f) - P/nM(l). 
Letting n -+ 00, we obtain #(f)<Tm,(f). The proof is complete. 
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Theorem 5.11 Let A be a uniformly closed algebra of bounded, real- 
valued functions on X which contains the constants and separates points 
of X. Let @(A) be any base for the closed sets of TA which is closed under 
finite unions and intersections and is such that Z’(A) C @(A). If A separates 
@(A), then A* is isomorphic as a Banach lattice to M(@(A)). The iso- 
morphism is given by q3 + m where 4(f)= JX f dm for all f E A. 
The proof of the theorem has effectively been completed since under 
the conditions stated, the mapping T-1 is a Banach lattice isomorphism 
of A* onto M(%(A)). The above representation theorem contains as 
special cases some well known results. For instance if (X, z) is a normal 
Hausdorff space and if @ denotes the closed sets of X, then C*(X)* is 
isomorphic as a Banach lattice to M(@) since C*(X) separates %. (This 
is contained in [2], p. 262.) More generally, it contains the representation 
of A. D. ALEXANDROV in [l], chapter 2, section 7. Indeed, let (X, r) be 
a normal space in the sense of Alexandrov. (That is, a countable inter 
section of closed sets is closed although an arbitrary intersection need 
not be.) Let A denote the set of bounded, continuous (in the more general 
sense) real-valued functions on (X, r). It is easily seen that A is a z- 
separating algebra which separates (the family of closed sets in (X, t). 
Hence A* is isomorphic to M(e) which is Alexandrov’s result. 
Theorem 5.12 Let 9% be a base for the closed subsets of tA which is 
closed under finite unions and intersections and such that %“(A) C %. Then 
the following are equivalent. 
1. A separates a. 
2. The restriction mapping is a Banach lattice isomorphism of M(e) 
onto M(Z(A)). 
3. Every m E M(P’(A)) ha s a unique extension to an element of M(e). 
Proof. (1 =k- 2) This follows from theorem 5.11. Indeed, if TI : 
A* --f M(S(A)) and Tz: A* --+ M(a) are the isomorphisms guaranteed by 
theorem 5.11 and if I: M(6) -+ M(ZZ’(A)) is the restriction mapping, it 
is easily verified that I = TI o Tz-1. 
(2 =+ 8) This is obvious. 
(3 + 1) Consider the map T: M(S)-+ A* defined in section 5. By the 
definition of T, T(m) is completely determined by the restriction of m to 
9(%“(A)). Hence T is one-one and so by proposition 5.3, A separates %!(A). 
Note that it is a consequence of theorem 5.12 that the normal Hausdorff 
spaces are exactly those space for which O(X)* may be represented by 
regular set functions on the Boolean algebra generated by the closed sets. 
(That is, theorem 2 of [2], p. 262 has a partial converse). 
Corollary 5.13 Let %i and %a be two bases for the closed subsets 
of rA which are closed under finite unions and intersections. Assume that 
%“(A) C %!i C 42 and that A separates @a. Then the restriction mapping 
is a Banach lattice isomorphism of M(92) onto M(%I). 
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Proof. If two different elements in M(%a) have the same restriction 
to S(‘%r), then they have the same restriction to 9(9(A)) in contradiction 
to theorem 5.12. 
C or 011 ary 5.14 Let ‘491 and es be two bases for the closed subsets 
of ZA which are closed under finite unions and intersections. If %“(A) C 
C %i n as and if A separates %r and es, then M(421) is isomorphic as 
a Banach lattice to M(%z). 
Proof. This is immediate from theorem 5.12. 
6. The Relation of A* to C(X,)*. 
We will know indicate how the elements in M(4-2) are related to the 
regular Bore1 measures on XA. (That is, the elements in C(XA)* as repre- 
sented in [Z], p. 263.) We assume throughout this section that ‘%(A) 
satisfies the conditions of definition 2.1 and that A separates &(A). (The 
sets %(A) and S(@(A)) are as defined in section 2.) 
Proposition 6.1 Let M denote the space of regular Bore1 meazures 
on XA. Then M is isomorphic as a Banach lattice to M(q(A)) under the 
restriction mapping. 
Proof. By proposition 1.6, ZZ’(C(XA)) is contained in the Boolean 
u-algebra generated by q(A). H ence by the Catheodory process, each 
element in M(%(A)) h as a unique extension to an element of M(W) 
where @’ denotes the family of all countable intersections of elements of 
%(A). By corollary 5.13, M(W) is isomorphic to M( ‘S9) under the re- 
striction map (where 9 denotes the family of all closed subsets of XA.) 
Finally each element of M( 8) can be extended uniquely by the Cara- 
theodory process to an element of M. Thus the restriction mapping from 
M to M@(A)) is one-one and onto. The result is proved. 
Let I: A + C(X,) be the canonical mapping described in section 1. 
As in that section, we will consider XA to be a subset of A*. For 
P E %(@(A)) let F** be defined by (m, F**) =m(F) for all m E M(%(A)). 
By theorem 5.12, F** E A**. 
Lemma 6.2 Let GE %(A). Then I**(G**)=8**, where 0 is the 
closure of G in XA. 
Proof. Fix a regular Bore1 measure ,u E C(X,)**. (We assume without 
loss of generality that pu0.) Then we have that, 
,a, I**(G**)=(I*(p), G**)=I*(p)(G) 
= inf {(f, I*(P)): x,<f, f E A) 
= inf {<J(f), ~1): x,<f, f E A} 
= iq<9, cl>: x7j99,9 E C(X,,) 
=,(a) = (p, iP). 
The result is proved. 
Let 0 : 9(@(A)) -+ 9(%(A)) be th e unique Boolean algebra isomorphism 
guaranteed by proposition 2.5. (That is the unique extension of the 
mapping 0: @(A) --+ %(A) defined by a(G) =8.) 
Proposition 6.3 For aEZ F E 9=(%(A)), I**(,**)=(,,)**, 
Proof. Let F= u {G$-Ha:i=l, . . ..n} be a representation of F as 
in proposition 2.3. It is then clear that F**= x (Gf**-Hi**). Thus 
we have from lemma 6.2 that I**(,**)= x (Gt**-fit**). From con- 
dition 4 of proposition 2.5, it then follows that I**(,**)= (up)**. The 
proof is complete. 
Theorem 6.4 For each regular Bore1 measure ,uEC(XA)*, define 
m(F)=,u(aF) for each FE %(@(A)). Then m=I*(p). 
Proof. Let FE 9(9?(A)). Then by proposition 6.3 
m(F)=(F**, m)=(I**(F**), (1*)-l(m)) 
=((oF)**, (I*)-l(m))=(I*)-l(m)(oF). 
Thus ,u(oF)= (I*)-l(m)(oF). That is p and (1*)-l(m) agree on 9(@(A)). 
Hence by proposition 6.1, ,U = (1*)-l(m). That is m=l*(p) and the proof 
is complete. 
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